
 

 

GLORY OF EGYPT 
 

 

Find the hidden treasures in our newest Egyptian-themed slot! 

Taking place in Ancient Egypt, you can eagerly explore the relics of this age along with great possibil-

ities to bring home some unique rewards. Stories of abundance, wealth, and power swarm through 

this slot with every spin, and you may be able to experience high wins and attract that abundance for 

yourself. If you're lucky, you may encounter some iconic figures such as the Egyptian Queen Cleo-

patra and notable Julius Caesar himself to help you along the way. Travel through time within this glo-

rious Egyptian slot to witness all its milestones, wonders, and utmost magnificence to continue to 

map out the hidden ancient riches buried within the pyramids. 

This Egyptian slot machine has 5 reels, 3 rows, and 10 paylines. Matching symbols should be on en-

abled paylines and adjacent reels, starting from the leftmost. You'll easily be able to spot our gor-

geous Wild symbol - Cleopatra and our Scatter as the blazing ship. Scatter symbols count at any po-

sition on the reels. Wins on different paylines are added. 10 Free Games are also triggered by 3 scat-

ter symbols if you can land them. Scatter symbols substitute for all symbols during Free Games. Free 

Games are played with the same bets and lines as the initial game and can be won again during the 

feature. 

Players can double their winnings up to 10 times during the Classic Risk Game. Bonus Pop is also 

available in this game. 

What will you offer to uncover these ancient riches and reel in all the ways to win big? Test your luck 

and find out how to live like ancient rulers with striking huge payouts. Play our Glory of Egypt online 

from the comfort of your own throne! 

 

 


